Take Control of Your Media

WITH PROFILE SPIRAL SEPARATORS

REMOVE broken media, leaving predominately round media for a controlled, effective shot peening process

SEPARATE round from non-round metal abrasives, metal shot, ceramic beads, glass beads and more

SAVE money on media—recycle it for a cost savings

PROTECT expensive parts from damage by broken media

LIMIT wear to machine parts from broken media

EXCEED SAE AMS 2430 requirements

Call 1-763-428-5858 today

INDUSTRY NEWS

SH8484 I-Track Spinner Hanger

VIKING BLAST & WASH SYSTEMS has manufactured industrial cleaning equipment for over 40 years. Our systems have evolved over that time as business and cleaning needs have changed. It’s not uncommon to hear in any heavy equipment industry, “they don’t make them like they used to.” With Viking, it’s just the opposite. We have advanced our technology and expertise by listening to our customers.

With this product enhancement mentality, we make continual improvements. Some of these improvements are in our line of I-Track Spinner Hangers. The I-Track allows for easy loading and unloading of larger parts as seen in the photograph below. This particular machine, an SH8484 I-Track, was designed to blast very large suspension components for the heavy equipment industry. The part spins around a central axis that allows all sides, including the interior, to be blasted by the three VK PowerMax 1500 blast wheels.

A customer took full advantage of the many options that increased productivity, promoted safety and reduced maintenance. These options include an OSHA-approved man walk and ladders, fire suppression in the dust collector, rotary scalping drum, auxiliary hopper and sensor, HMI controls, and an industrial vacuum to remove any residual shot from the part that didn’t fall into the platform retrieval hopper.

Viking Blast & Wash Systems offers industrial cleaning solutions for all shapes and sizes of metal parts. To receive our brochure or for additional information on any of our shot blast, wash, or vibratory equipment, please call 1-800-835-1096 or send email to sales@viking corporation.com. You may also visit us at www.viking corporation.com.